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1. ... is a branch of pedagogy that studies anomalies of speech development in the presence 

of normal hearing 

2. ...is the scientific study of mental processes and behaviour. 

3. Choose the correct answer. ...a punctual person he is never late 

4. Choose the correct answer. He did not know how to get there so we ...meet him 

5. Choose the correct answer. The door ...open. I think it is frozen. 

6. Choose the correct answer. The manager is not in. It is 1 pm. She ...be in our canteen. 

7. Choose the correct answer. You ...park here. It is not allowed.  

8. Choose the correct answer: After the storm...finished, many people were found lying in 

the street. 

9. Choose the correct options. The scientist... to have made some sort of mistake. 

10. Choose two correct answers: If you were stopped by the police for speeding, what ...you 

do? 

11. Complete the sentence with the appropriate word. Often people will lean back with 

their hands behind their head in the ... pose. 

12. He asked me what I...doing there. 

13. It... to be a very difficult task. 

14. Match the questions and answers 

15. Match the questions and answers. 

16. Match the terms and their translations. 

17. Match the words with their translations: 

18. Psychologists pay...attention to different surveys. 

19. Put the words in correct order 

20. Put the words in the correct order to make a sentence. 

21. Put the words in the correct order to make a sentence. 

22. Put words in the correct order to make up a sentence. 

23. Read the sentences. Choose the correct answer. In the nineteenth and the early part of 

the twentieth centuries the so- called redbrick universities were founded. During the 

late sixties and early seventies some 20 'new' universities were set up. Sometimes they 

are called 'concrete and glass' universities. 'Concrete and glass' universities were 

founded in... 

24. Read the sentences. Choose the correct answer. In the USA the academic year is usually 

nine months, divided into two terms. Studies usually begin in September and end in 

July. Each college or university has its own curriculum. During one term a student 

must study 4 or 5 different courses. There are courses that every student has to take in 

order to receive a degree. These courses or subjects are called major subjects or 

«majors». There are...terms in the academic year in the American educational system. 

25. Read the sentences. Choose the correct answer. Psychologists are frequently innovators, 

inventing new approaches to people and societies. They develop theories and test them 

in their research as they collect new information, these findings can be used by 

practitioners in their work with clients and patients. As practitioners psychologists 

work in laboratories, hospitals, court rooms, schools and universities, prisons and 

corporate offices. They work with business executives, performers, and athletes to 

reduce stress and improve performance. They advise lawyers on jury, selection and 

cooperate with educators on school reform. Immediately following a disaster, such as a 

plane crush or bombing, psychologists help victims and bystanders recover from the 

shock of the event. What do the psychologists as practitioners do? 
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26. Read the sentences. There are many careers in psychology. Psychology includes both 

research, through which we learn fundamental things about human and animal 

behavior, and practice, through which that knowledge is applied in helping people to 

solve problems. Psychology is an extremely varied field. Psychologists conduct research, 

serve as consultants, diagnose and treat people, and teach future psychologists and 

other types of students. They test intelligence and personality. Choose the correct 

answer. 

27. Read the text and answer the question. How to Resolve Conflict This advice is aimed 

primarily at resolving differences between individuals, small groups and organisations, 

but many of the same principles apply to the resolution of conflict between communities 

and even nations. The important thing is to keep damaging conflict to a minimum and, 

when it does occur, use the relevant techniques to resolve or at least ease it. The target 

audience of the advice is: 

28. Read the text and answer the question. The Magic of Positive Thinking A pleasant smile 

is a strong indication of a friendly and open attitude and a willingness to communicate. 

It is a positive, nonverbal signal sent with the hope that the other person will smile 

back. When you smile, you demonstrate that you have noticed the person in a positive 

manner. The other person considers it a compliment and will usually feel good. The 

result? The other person will usually smileback. Smiling does not mean that you have to 

put on a phony face or pretend that you are happy all of the time. But when you see 

someone you know, or would like to make contact with, do smile. By smiling, you are 

demonstrating an open attitude to conversation. What is considered to be a non-verbal 

signal? 

29. Read the text and answer the question: Psychologists observe and record how people 

and other animals relate to one another and to the environment. They look for patterns 

that will help them understand and predict behaviour, and they use scientific methods 

to test their ideas. Through such studies, psychologists have learned much that can help 

people fulfill their potential as human beings and increase understanding between 

individuals, groups, nations, and cultures. Do the psychologists use the same methods as 

specialists in other sciences? 

30. Read the text and answer the question: The research findings of psychologists have 

greatly increased our understanding of why people behave as they do. For example, 

psychologists have discovered much about how personality develops and how to 

promote healthy development. They have some knowledge of how to help people change 

bad habits and how to help students learn. They understand some of the conditions that 

can make workers more productive. A great deal remains to be discovered. 

Nevertheless, insights provided by psychology can help people function better as 

individuals, friends, family members, and workers. Does the psychology as a science 

increase understanding between individuals, groups, nations, and cultures? 

31. She's ...working there since she left school. 

32. The ...college is normally financed by the local community. 

33. The company ... to sign the contract with this firm. 

34. The injured man ... to be recovering well. 

35. The system of taxation ... to change in the forseeable future. 

36. There ...a visitor in the psychotherapist's office. 

37. There is too...work. 

38. There is...information about this organization. 
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39. This text is ...difficult ...that one. 

40. Tomorrow we...taking the day off. 

 


